Program: Sport Management
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Track: 1
Offered At: FSU*, UF, UNF, UWF
Program Length: 120 Cr. Hrs.
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LOWER LEVEL COURSES

Take one of these courses: (1)
  ⊕ FINXXXX
  ⊕ MARXXXX
  ⊕ GEBXXXX

Take one of these courses: (2)
  ⊕ MANXXXX
  ⊕ BULXXXX
  ⊕ CGSXXXX
  ⊕ STAXXXX
  ⊕ ACGXXXX
  ⊕ REEXXX

Take one of these courses: (3)
  ⊕ HFTXXXX
  ⊕ RMIXXX
  ⊕ ECOXXXX
  ⊕ SDSXXXX
  ⊕ COMXXXX
  ⊕ SPMX000 (4)

FOR ALL MAJORS: Students are strongly encouraged to select required lower division electives that will enhance their general education coursework and that will support their intended baccalaureate degree program. Students should consult with an academic advisor in their major degree area.

(1) FSU and UWF students may choose any course within prefixes. There are no prerequisites for UF and UNF in this area.
(2) FSU and UWF may choose any course within prefixes. Students who may be interested in Sport Management at UF or UNF must take ACGX021.
(3) FSU and UWF students may choose any course within prefixes. Students who may be interested in Sport Management at UF or UNF must take ECOX013 (or ECOX023 at UF.)
(4) The Florida State University, the University of Florida and the University of West Florida do not require this course.

* Limited Access.